Based on an intermediate coupled model (ICM), a probabilistic ensemble prediction system (EPS) has been developed. The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) data assimilation approach is used for generating the initial ensemble conditions, and a linear, first-order Markov-Chain SST anomaly error model is embedded into the EPS to provide model-error perturbations. In this study, we perform ENSO retrospective forecasts over the 120 year period 1886-2005 using the EPS with 100 ensemble members and with initial conditions obtained by only assimilating historic SST anomaly observations. By examining the retrospective ensemble forecasts and available observations, the verification results show that the skill of the ensemble mean of the EPS is greater than that of a single deterministic forecast using the same ICM, with a distinct improvement of both the correlation and root mean square (RMS) error between the ensemble-mean hindcast and the deterministic scheme over the 12-month prediction period. The RMS error of the ensemble mean is almost 0.2
Introduction
Based on the intermediate coupled model (ICM) (Keenlyside and Kleeman, 2002; Zhang et al., 2005) , a probabilistic EPS was developed. It has been demonstrated that this system can be improved for El Niño simulations and predictions through the use of the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF; e.g., Evensen, 2003) data assimilation approach for generating the initial ensemble conditions, as well as a linear, first-order MarkovChain SST anomaly error model that was embedded into the ensemble prediction system (EPS) to provide model error perturbations (Zheng et al., 2006a) . However, the model performance was only verified over a relatively short period with relative small number of events. As pointed out by Chen et al. (2004) , previous estimations of El Niño's predictability (e.g., Goswami and Shukla, 1991; Kirtman and Schopf, 1998; Latif et al., 1998) were mostly based on retrospective predictions for the last two or three decades (i.e., the hindcast period encompassed a relatively small number of events). With so few degrees of freedom and short hindcast periods, the statistical significance of those estimates is questionable. From available SST observations, Chen et al. (2004) used the Lamont ENSO prediction model to perform a retrospective forecast experiment of 148 years from 1856 to 2003, and found that ENSO predictability clearly had interdecadal variations. This was, to date, the first work that studied ENSO predictability by extending realistic forecasts to a period over 100 years. Also, Tang et al. (2008) compared ENSO predictabilities using three different models by performing 120-year retrospective forecasts, and confirmed the interdecadal variations in ENSO predictability were not model dependent.
However, the ENSO predictability in these models was only verified in the deterministic sense. Indeed, as considered in classic theories, ENSO should be viewed as a chaotic or irregular interannual fluctuation in the tropical Pacific (e.g., Tziperman et al., 1994) . So we need to discuss the ENSO predictability in not only a deterministic sense but also in a probabilistic sense. With a realistic ENSO EPS, and newly-developed SST assimilation approaches (Zheng et al., 2006a) , we recently completed a long-term retrospective ensemble forecast from 1886 to 2005 with 100 members, and analyzed the ENSO predictability and its variations in both a deterministic and probabilistic sense. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the components of the EPS, and the historic SST data in detail. Section 3 examines the deterministic and probabilistic prediction skills of the EPS for the whole period from 1886 to 2005. In section 4, the interdecadal variations of the ensemble prediction skills in the ENSO EPS are examined in both the deterministic and probabilistic sense. A summary and discussion are given in section 5.
Ensemble prediction system components and dataset

Basic deterministic model
Our ensemble prediction system mainly contains three components. The EPS is firstly based on a deterministic model, and the basic intermediate coupled model was developed by Keenlyside and Kleeman (2002) and Zhang et al. (2003) . Its dynamical component consists of both linear and non-linear components. The former was essentially a McCreary-type (McCreary, 1981) modal model, but was extended to include a horizontally-varying background stratification. In addition, ten baroclinic modes, along with a parameterization of the local Ekman-driven upwelling, were included. A SST anomaly model was embedded within this dynamical framework to simulate the evolution of the mixed-layer temperature anomalies. As demonstrated by Zhang et al. (2005) , having a realistic parameterization for the temperature of the subsurface water entrained into the mixed-layer (T e ) is crucial to the performance of SST simulations in the equatorial Pacific. An empirical T e model was constructed from historical data and was demonstrated to be effective in improving the SST simulations. The ocean model was coupled with a statistical atmospheric model, which specifically relates wind stress (τ ) to SST anomaly fields. The two empirical models (the T e model and the atmospheric model) were constructed based on the historic observations during the period 1963-96 (34 yr of data). All coupled-model components exchange 361 simulated anomaly fields. Information concerning the interactions between the atmosphere (τ ) and the ocean (SST) was exchanged once a day.
Initial ensemble condition
Based on the ICM, a probabilistic EPS was developed by Zheng et al. (2006a) . The initial ensemble conditions of the EPS were provided by the EnKF (e.g., Evensen, 2003 Evensen, , 2004 ) data assimilation approach through assimilating SST anomaly data into the model with 100 ensemble members (Zheng et al., 2006a) . Figure 1 shows an example of horizontal distributions of the normalized observation error and the model initial uncertainty of SST at the initial time of January 1998. The distribution of the model uncertainty has the same shape as that of the normalized observation error. Thus, each initial ensemble member after assimilation represents an equally realistic initial condition. At the same time, the initial ensemble state variables are dynamically balanced within the model after a series of assimilation cycles. Thus, this ensemble initialization approach not only can generate accurate and dynamically consistent initial ensemble members, but also can provide reasonable surface initial stochastic uncertainties for the EPS by combining both background and observation errors during the assimilation cycles (Zheng and Zhu, 2008) .
Stochastic model-error perturbation
As described by Zheng et al. (2006a) , due to simulation deficiencies for coupled air-sea interactions and subsurface thermal effects in the SST anomaly model, a linear, first-order Markov stochastic model is embedded within the SST anomaly model of the ICM to represent the model uncertainties of forecasted SST anomaly fields. This perturbation method was verified to be capable of effectively simulating the time evolution of model uncertainties during the ensemble forecasting procedure . Here, we make further refinements and extensions to the model error perturbation scheme by carefully analyzing the forecast errors (408 samples of the observation-minusforecast values for 12-month lead time from 1963 to 1996, covering the same analysis period as the training period of the deterministic model) for the different lead times by an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) method, instead of the formulation used in Zheng et al. (2006a) . After doing these, the time evolution of the model errors at different lead times can be represented as,
where Ψ i,j represents the spatial pattern of the ith EOF mode for the (SST anomaly) model error Q at lead time of j month, and which is a constant horizontal distribution for each mode. λ
represents the random normalized time coefficient of the ith mode at time t, the coefficient α i,j is the time correlation of the stochastic forcing for the ith mode at lead time of j month, v
is a random number of the ith mode at time t, with a mean equal to 0 and variance equal to 1, and the correlations between the random vector of each mode should be zero to allow the maintenance of the orthogonality of each mode. Therefore, this equation ensures that the variance in λ (t) i is equal to 1 as long as the variance of λ (t−1) i is also equal to 1. The subscripts i and j indicate the EOF mode number and the lead time respectively, the number M is the number of the EOF modes used in the stochastic model, and ξ (t) j represents a residual random field for Q at time t that is obtained by taking out the first M EOF modes from the observation-minus-forecast values.
There are two advantages that should be addressed here for this simplified representation of the model errors. First, there is no longer any need to calculate the spatial correlation scales of the model errors as in Zheng et al. (2006a) at each grid point through perturbing the time coefficients with only the constant spatial patterns for each mode. Second, the temporal correlation coefficients α, for each mode in Eq. (1) for the stochastic model can be easily obtained by calculating the lagged correlations of the series of the time coefficients from EOF analysis results.
This model-error analysis was performed by comparing the SST anomalies' twelve-month observationminus-forecast values. The model errors were computed from 408 samples over a 34-year period (coinciding with the model training period) starting in 1963 and extending until 1996, without considering the errors inherent within the initial conditions. The forecast initialization scheme was a nudging assimilation scheme, which was used to minimize the initial errors here (Zheng et al., 2006b) . The details of the analysis process for estimating the model errors are as follows. Firstly, to obtain the approximate "perfect" initial fields, the observed SST anomaly data were nudged into the model at every time step and at each grid point, and this nudging process was started each month from December 1962 to November 1996 with a reasonable nudging intensity [i.e., 0.50 following Zheng et al. (2006b) ] and 12-month nudging time length. Then, twelve-month forecasts were initialized from the nudging results each month during the 34-yr period from 1963 to 1996. Thirdly, twelve-month observation-minus-forecast values of the SST anomalies during this 34-yr period (408 samples) were ob- tained as model errors. Finally, the properties of the model errors, such as spatial patterns and their associated temporal variations, were analyzed through the EOF method. Figure 2 shows the spatial patterns [i.e., Ψ in Eq. (1)] of the first and second EOF modes for the SST anomaly model errors at lead times of 3, 6, 9, and 12 months, and the associated time series. The spatial structure indicates the regions, which are not predicted well by the model. For the first mode, model uncertainties are mainly located over the eastern equatorial Pacific, and extend into the central basin with longer lead times. In contrast to the first mode, the model uncertainties of the second mode are mainly located over the eastern costal regions and the central equatorial Pacific. And the proportion of the first mode in total covariance increases from 37.1% to 71.8% in the 12-month model-error analysis results, while the proportion of the second mode decreases to 8.3% at 12-month lead. These results indicate that the first several modes can explain and describe the variations of the model errors in the tropical Pacific, and the contributions of the first mode dominate the modelerror simulations, especially at longer leads. The temporal correlation coefficients [i.e., α in Eq. (1)] for each mode were obtained by calculating the one-month lagged correlations for each EOF time-series. Table 1 presents the temporal correlation coefficients that are used in the stochastic model. The temporal correlation coefficients of each mode increase with increasing lead time, which indicates a decreased randomness in the expansion time coefficients, and the temporal correlation coefficient α of the first mode exceeds 0.95 at 12-month lead time. Thus, the variations of the major modes in the model-error model are allowed to be more random at short lead times, but with more stable and bias-correction like properties at longer lead times (e.g., Evensen, 2003) .
After carefully building up a reasonable modelerror model, we can use Eqs. (1) and (2) to provide a simple representation of a non-linear model, by embedding the above model-error system within the dy- 
where ψ t represents the model state at time t, and f is the non-linear model operator. In order to achieve reasonable amplitudes, the first ten EOF modes were retained in simulating the random model errors, and the simulated random model errors of SST anomalies were generated and added into the physical model daily.
Dataset
The data used in this study is the monthly extended global SST (ERSST) dataset from 1854 to 2006 reconstructed by Smith and Reynolds (2004) , with 2
• horizontal resolution. Due to the relatively poor quality of the dataset prior to 1880, the observed SST anomalies before 1880 lack annual and seasonal variations (Smith et al., 2008) , so the initial conditions can not trigger real annual oscillations and seasonal variations of the predicted signals (Tang et al., 2008 ). Thus we focus on the period from 1886 to 2005 in this study, and the data domain is configured as the tropical Pacific Ocean. A very important task in ENSO predictions is to optimize the oceanic initial conditions, and the assimilation of subsurface in-situ observations and satellite altimetry can significantly improve model skills (e.g., Tang and Hsieh, 2003; Zheng et al., 2007) . However, the oceanic satellite altimetry and subsurface observation records are too short for our study. The only way solution is to only assimilate SST to initialize forecasts. Zheng et al. (2006a) used the EnKF data assimilation system to provide an initial condition ensemble for the ICM with 100 members. And this SST-only assimilation approach has been verified to be able to provide dynamically balanced initial fields and significantly improve El Niño predictions. In this study, only the observed monthly SST anomaly fields from Smith and Reynolds (2004) are assimilated into the ICM with the EnKF once a month. These observational data are also used for verifying the model predictions.
Retrospective forecast experiments
The retrospective forecast (or hindcast) experiments covering the period 1886-2005 are made and compared to available observations. A 12-month hindcast is initialized each month during this 120-yr period. For each initial month, an ensemble of 100 hindcasts is run, yielding a total of 144000 retrospective forecasts to be verified. Figure 3 directly shows the predicted ensemble mean of the Niño-3.4 (5
• W) SST anomalies and the prediction spread at 6-month lead time from 1886 to 2005. The variability of the ensemble mean follows the Niño-3.4 observations quite well. Apart from a few exceptions the ensemble forecasts can encompass the observations. This indicates that the EPS is able to predict most of the warm and cold events that occurred in past 120 years at 6-month lead time, especially the relatively large El Niño and La Niña events. The skill of the hindcasts is examined from both a deterministic and a probabilistic perspective. The skill estimation in this section is based on the full hindcast period, 1886-2005, which corresponds to a total of 144000 members.
Deterministic prediction skill
Firstly, to check the deterministic predictability of the EPS for the large events, Fig. 4 shows long lead time deterministic retrospective forecast results for four of the largest warm episodes (as measured by the peak Niño-3.4 SST anomalies) of the past 120 years. In all cases, the EPS is able to predict the ob- served strong El Niño events twelve months in advance, although some errors still exist in the forecasted onset and development, and in the magnitude of these events. The implication is that the signal components present in initial fields play a critical role in determining ENSO prediction skills (e.g., Peng and Kumar, 2005; Moore et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2009) . Figure 5 shows the anomaly correlation and root mean square (RMS) error between observed and predicted average SST anomalies over the tropical Pacific Ocean Niño-3.4 region as a function of lead time. To compare with the original deterministic prediction skill, we also perform a prediction experiment whose initialization procedure is briefly described here, wherein the wind stress anomalies reconstructed from observed SST anomalies via a singular value decomposition (SVD) based model are used to integrate the ocean model over the whole forecast period to generate initial conditions for the dynamical component, and the SST anomaly model initial conditions are taken as the observed SST anomalies (Zhang et al., 2003) . The skill scores for the ensemble mean hindcast are better than that of the original deterministic forecast scheme; both of hindcasts schemes have particularly high skill at short lead times and beat persistence for all lead times with a correlation coefficient of greater than 0.94 for the first month. Beyond 4-month lead time, there is a distinct difference of RMS errors between the ensemble mean hindcast and the original scheme. The RMS error of the ensemble mean remains smaller than 0.94
• C over the 12-month prediction period, and is almost 0.2
• C smaller than that of the original deterministic forecast scheme at a lead time of 12 months. Over the whole period, this improvement occurs because the advanced assimilation method can provide more dynamically consistent and accurate initial conditions than the original initialization method, and the ensemble mean can remove some unpredictable stochastic information.
Probabilistic prediction skill
We use Talagrand diagrams (also known as rank histograms) to evaluate whether the hindcast and the verifying observation are sampled from the same probability distribution (e.g., Talagrand et al., 1998; Hamill, 2001 ). The Talagrand diagrams are generated by ordering at each grid point the forecast values from each of the ensemble members from smallest to largest. For our full ensemble, with 100 members, this creates 101 intervals, and the value of the verifying observation then falls into one of the 101 categories. Figure  6 shows the Talagrand diagram for the SST anomalies over the Niño-3.4 region, and is a diagram of the frequencies as a function of the category index. For the SST anomalies, the distribution is flat, although the two extreme categories are somewhat higher than their adjacent categories. The 12-month lead hindcast is better in this respect than the 3-month lead hindcast, however. This indicates that the ensemble spread at longer lead is more reasonable. Also, there is a small shift of frequencies (i.e., the frequencies in the upper intervals are decreasing from shorter lead time to longer lead time, while the frequencies in the lower and middle intervals are increasing at the same time) of the verifying observation from the lower categories to the higher categories at all four lead times. The Talagrand diagrams indicate that the probability distribution of observations can be represented by the ensemble approach.
As described in section 2, our ensemble members are generated based on the hypothesis of a Gaussian distribution, but the standard normally distributed perturbations are processed at all model grids (not on regions), and thus we need to check whether probability distributions of the Niño-3.4 forecasted ensemble members accord with the Gaussian distribution. Figure 7 shows the normalized probability curve of the forecasted ensemble members over the Niño-3.4 region based on the entire 120-yr period. At different lead times, the forecasted ensemble members agree with the normal distribution quite well, and there are no double-or multi-modal peaks for the ensemble members. This indicates that the generation methods of the forecast ensemble members are reasonable, and the ensemble-mean forecast result is the most representative deterministic forecast, capable of illustrating the deterministic performance of the EPS.
To measure the probabilistic prediction skill more accurately, here we choose the method commonly referred to as relative operating characteristic (ROC; e.g., Mason and Graham, 1999) to measure the ensemble forecast performance by comparing the fraction of events that were properly forewarned (i.e., the hit rate) with the fraction of nonevents that occurred after a warning was issued (i.e., the false alarm rate). The ratios are determined from contingency tables and the events are predefined and expressed in binary terms. Given an ensemble of hindcasts, an ROC curve showing the different combinations of hit and false alarm rates given different forecast probabilities can be constructed. The ROC curve is useful for identifying optimum strategies for issuing warnings, by indicating the trade-off between false alarms and misses. Details and examples of the ROC calculation can be found in Mason and Graham (1999) .
ROC curves for the Niño-3.4 hindcasts at lead times of 3, 6, 9, and 12 months are shown in Fig. 8 . For all lead times, there are three curves representing three different event types: (i) warm events (upper tercile), (ii) cold events (lower tercile), and (iii) normal events (middle tercile), where both the retrospective forecasts and the observations have been normalized by their local standard deviation. An ideal probabilistic forecast system would have relatively large hit rates and small false alarm rates so that all the points on the ROC curve would cluster in the upper-left corner of the diagram (e.g., Kirtman, 2003) . For a relatively poor forecast system, all the points of the ROC curve would lie very close to the dashed diagonal line indicating that the hit rate and the false alarm rate were nearly the same (i.e., no skill). Akin to previous studies (e.g., Kirtman, 2003; DeWitt, 2005) , the EPS has relatively higher skill for the warm events and cold events, and it has relatively lower skill for the neutral events. For 3-and 6-month lead times, both warm and cold events are fairly well predicted. The false alarm rates are low and the hit rates are relatively high when the agreement among the ensemble members is relatively large. For a normal event forecast, the 3-month lead time also has some skill although smaller than for the extremes, whereas for 6-, 9-, and 12-month leads, the ROC curve lies close to the diagonal, indicating little skill. These results indicate that the EPS can capture and predict big SST anomaly signals or extreme events over the Niño-3.4 region in different sea-sons quite well (Zhang et al., 2005) , and the model is able to predict extreme events. At 9-and 12-month lead times, there is a considerable drop in skill. High confidence forecasts for warm and cold events are only marginally better than those for normal events, suggesting that a confident forecast for a warm or cold event at 12 months lead time is still not particularly useful. This is also appeared to be the case with the earlier studies (e.g., Barnston et al., 1999; Kirtman, 2003) .
The ability to easily verify the hindcast skill of warm events and cold events separately is one of the advantages of the ROC calculation, and thus we further used the ROC area to verify the probabilistic skills of the EPS for the three different events. The ROC area is the area under the ROC curve, and a perfect forecast system would have a ROC area of 1 while a system with no ability to distinguish in advance between different events would have a score of 0.5. Figure 9 shows the ROC area of SST anomalies for warm events, normal events, and cold events over the Niño-3.4 region, as a function of lead time. Similar to the analysis results above for the 120-yr hindcast, the ROC areas for both the warm and cold events are clearly higher than that of the neutral events during the 12-month forecast period. This also indicates that a large (initial) signal can lead to a reliable prediction and high prediction skill, and that for small predicted signals, the evolution of predicted SST anomalies in our EPS might present a more chaotic evolution, which would degrade prediction skill and induce obvious de- creases of predictability (e.g., Zheng et al., 2009 ).
Variation of ENSO ensemble predictability
Similar to previous studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2004) , Fig. 3 shows that the characteristics of the interannual variability obviously have changed with time. To examine the possible interdecadal variation of ENSO ensemble predictability, in this section, we calculate both deterministic and probabilistic prediction skills of 6 sub-periods of 20 years each.
Deterministic predictability
ENSO's deterministic predictability depends on the time period in which it is estimated (Balmaseda et al., 1995; Kirtman and Schopf, 1998; Chen et al., 2004) . This is also evident in Fig. 10 . For the six sub-periods of 20-year each, both anomaly correlation and RMS error vary over significant ranges, especially at longer lead times. For example, high prediction skills appear in the late 19th century and the middlelate 20th century (i.e., 1886-1905, 1966-85, and 1986-2005) , these periods are dominated by strong and regular ENSO events. The high scores for the 1966-85 and 1986-2005 periods might not be surprising because the model is trained using data from part of this period, and the high scores for the 1886-1905 period, which is free of artificial skill, indicate that the large El Niño and La Niña events can be highly predictable, even initialized with only SST anomaly data. But, the periods of 1906-25, 1926-45, and 1946-65 have relatively low prediction skills. The lower skill in these periods is consistent with there being fewer and smaller events to predict.
The consistent temporal variations of the deterministic prediction skills of the EPS are further displayed in Fig. 11 , which shows the averaged correlation and RMS error at 6-month lead time measured by a running window of 20-yr from 1886 to 2005 (i.e., 1886-1905, 1887-1906, · · · , 1986-2005) . For example, the skill at 1896 was calculated using the samples from 1886-1905. The 20-yr window is shifted by one year for each time starting from 1886 to 2005. There is a striking interdecadal variation of ENSO deterministic predictability (in both the correlation and RMS error) over the past 120 years from 1886 to 2005 in the EPS. Generally, there is high predictability in the late 19th century and in the middle-late 20th century, and a low predictability from 1906 to 1951 (correlation is lower than 0.50).
A bootstrapped resampling procedure (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986 ) is also used to derive useful confidence limits for the skill scores in order to allow meaningful statistical conclusions to be drawn from these comparisons. The shaded area in Fig. 11 represents the 95% confidence interval computed using bootstrap procedures, and indicates the uncertainty of verification sampling. Considering the confidence interval, both the correlation and RMS error results have shown that verification sampling have smaller influence on the forecast skill scores than differences between the skills in the different decades. This might because the ensemble members match the Gaussian distribution quite well at different lead times (Fig. 7) , and thus that the resampling process makes little adjustments on the distribution of the forecasted ensembles.
Probabilistic predictability
To verify the variations of the probabilistic predictability of the EPS, we examine the temporal changes of the ROC area for the three different event types. Figure 12 shows the ROC area in the Niño-3.4 region for warm events, cold events, and normal events in six consecutive 20-yr periods since 1886. Obviously, the ENSO probabilistic predictability for different events also depends on the time period. For warm and cold events, high probabilistic prediction skills still appear in the late 19th century (i.e., 1886-1905, when the skill for warm events is only a little higher than that in the early 20th century) and the middle-late 20th century (1966-85 and 1986-2005) , with the highest skills for warm events in the subperiod 1966-85, and highest probabilistic prediction skills for cold events in sub-period 1986-2005. In order to illustrate the interdecadal features of the probabilistic prediction skills more clearly, we further verify the consistent temporal variations of the probabilistic prediction skills of the EPS. Figure 13 shows the ROC area for the three different event types at 6-month lead time measured by a running window of 20-yr from 1886 to 2005. For the warm events, the highest skill appears in the late 20th century, and the lowest skill appears from 1910 to 1930. For the cold events, the highest skill also appears in the late 20th century, and the lowest skill emerges from 1920 to 1950. For the neutral events, the 20-yr averaged skill decreases from 1896 to 1910, and takes a linear increasing feature from 1910 to 1995. The uncertainty of verification sampling is also shown in Fig. 13 using the 95% confidence interval computed via bootstrap procedures. Considering the confidence interval, for the three different events, the ROC analysis results also show that verification sampling has smaller influence on the forecast skill scores than differences between the skills in the different decades. Compared to Fig. 11 , the probabilistic verification uncertainties are larger than the deterministic verification uncertainties. However, in summary, for three different the event types, there are still obvious interdecadal variations of ENSO probabilistic predictability over the past 120 years from 1886 to 2005 in the EPS.
Discussions and conclusions
In this paper, long-term retrospective ensemble forecasts using 100 members covering the past 120 years are performed with an EPS. With the assimilation of only a historic SST dataset, the prediction skills of the EPS are verified in both a deterministic and probabilistic sense, and the EPS displays useful prediction skill. An interesting finding from the retrospective ensemble forecasts is that the EPS showed interdecadal variations in both deterministic and probabilistic prediction skills. Both deterministic and probabilistic prediction skills are high in the late 19th century from 1886 to 1905, and then decline with time, reaching a minimum around 1910-50, beyond which skill rebounds and increases with time from the 1960s onward. The EPS has relatively high prediction skill (but also including some artificial skill) from the 1960s onward, especially in the late 20th century from 1986 to 2005. These results are similar to previous studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2004; Tang et al., 2008) , although there are still some differences in the prediction skills among different models [which is also shown in Tang et al. (2008) ]. However, the trends of the interdecadal variations in different models appear comparable (i.e., higher predictability in the late 19th century and in the middle-late 20th century, and a lower predictability in early 20th century). These results all indicate that the interdecadal variability of ENSO (deterministic and probabilistic) predictability exists generally, and is not model dependent.
However, it should be noted that the theoretical framework discussed in this study is based on a relatively simple EPS, and one could argue that our analysis is not complete since we only use SST data. One serious question is whether or not this interdecadal variation in predictability discussed in this paper is due mainly to the differences of the quality of the data in different periods. For example, one can guess that the high prediction skill for the period from 1966 to 2005 is probably due to better data quality because of improvements of observation systems and the fact that the model was trained using the data from part of this period.
To explore this, we can examine the simulation skill of the model forced by the reconstructed wind stress from the atmospheric τ model. Thus, the quality of initial conditions of predictions and the model performance can be indicated by the simulation skill, with both inherent to the data quality. And the existence of an impact of the data quality on the model's simulation skill will be mostly felt through the quality of initial conditions, such as initial SST anomalies. Figure 14 shows the averaged correlation and RMS error between the observed and the simulated Niño-3.4 SST anomalies forced by the reconstructed wind stress anomalies at each running window of 20-yr period from 1886 to 2005, and indicates that the interdecadal difference of the simulation skill is not large in the model. The magnitude of variation is about 0.1 from maximum to minimum during the entire period for both correlation and RMS error (units:
• C). A comparison between Figs. 11 and 14 reveals that the interdecadal variation in predictability does not agree with that in the simulation skill. Thus, interdecadal variation in predictability is not due to model performance associated with data quality. This is further suggested by the fact that noticeably higher prediction skill also occurs during the period from 1886 to 1905.
The results of the analyses in this paper motivate us to further investigate the possible reasons and sources of limited ENSO predictability in detail. These concerns in future works need to be addressed through more comprehensive analyses, and other possible sources (besides the ENSO signal) of controlling ENSO predictability also need to be further discussed, such as nonlinearity and stochastic noise. Nevertheless, this study is to date the first work to discuss both ENSO deterministic and probabilistic predictabilities using ensemble forecasts and long-term predictions. The results and conclusions found in this EPS might be helpful for the study of ENSO predictability.
